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Command your army and expand your dominance in Total War: MEDIEVAL II, the fourth installment in the acclaimed Total
War strategy game series. There are two main scenarios in the game - "Supreme Capital" and "The Fall of the Roman Empire".

In each of them you can improve your army, help the barbarians capture the city, bring the Romans to their knees. And, of
course, you will have to deal with diplomatic negotiations and diplomatic PR. Miranda IM 1.7.0 is the free and latest version of
the popular ICQ messenger. The program also has support for video and audio calls. It is able to support work in two modes -

only in voice and only in text. Compared to ICQ 6.0 and later versions, the new version has an increased color-corrected
interface, and the speed of the program is also optimized. Dozor 2 is a unique strategy simulation game. Playing DozoR you are

simply transported to the Middle Ages, or rather to the kingdom of Caer-Andros. You yourself invent the history of your
medieval kingdom, form an army and fight with other players. The game is so exciting that it is literally impossible to tear

yourself away from it. AmoCRM 3.0.9144 Rus - This is a new version of the program for document management with clients.
With the Amoctr.CRm program, you can work with CRM systems and build reports based on the Amoqrfm database. Mozilla
Firefox 1.0b - A new version of a free browser that supports web 3.x technologies. Aurora is a window to the world with more
and more browsers every day, which now offer users even more options for web surfing. In the new versions of this program,
the developers have made a new, more convenient user menu, added bug fixing options, and all this has become completely

free. Dosbox 1.21.0 rus - This program is the most complete official distribution of the Linux operating system. The core of the
program includes all the necessary drivers for the operation of the OS and disks. Which greatly speeds up the system and allows

you to download files from the Internet much faster. Kerio Live Internet Security - A comprehensive version of the Keriostr
program to ensure user security over the network. Kerion provides network access control, anti-malware management, and

reputation checking against infected and suspicious.
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